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ABOUT JAMIE
Jamie Mason Cohen helps detectives profile dangerous criminals, 
shows you whether or not the person who you’re dating is someone you 
can trust, can look at any person’s handwritten signature and instantly 
tell them something inspiring about themselves that will make them 
say, “wow” and reveals fascinating things about today’s celebrities 
and newsmakers that they don’t even share with their closest friends. 

He is a certified handwriting analyst, graphotherapist, a TEDx speaker, 
“How to Spot a Leader in their Handwriting”, and a #1 Amazon best-
selling author who once worked for Saturday Night Live in New York.  

He works with people to identify their fear of rejection, why when they 
look in the mirror they only see their faults, not their many strengths 
or why they feel that they have to be perfect in all areas of their life to 
fully accept themselves.  He teaches women and men how to change 
these traits through their handwriting.  He has shown small business 
owners and entrepreneurs how to pick the right people for their 
organization, helped parents build up their teenagers’ self-worth so 
that their daughter or son won’t be home alone on a Saturday night, 
and demonstrated to teachers how to develop empathy for their most 
challenging students.

He lives in Toronto with his wife, Karen and their two children. 
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SIGNATURE FOR YOUR SUCCESS

Notable Affiliations include: Authorized Mentor at world-renowned handwriting analysis and forensic document 
examination institution, Handwriting University based in Los Angeles.  

Member of Handwriting University’s mastermind group made up of top analysts from around the world including 
India, Singapore, Jordan and the U.S.

Member in good standing of the Ontario College of Teachers (OCT) for 10 years and was chosen to be featured in last 
Fall’s publication amongst their 250,000 members in their quarterly magazine, Professionally Speaking. 

Recognized with the Huff Post-TED international educator’s award.

Founder of the SOLE Student Leadership Seminar which includes a session in which he teaches teenagers how cursive 
writing can improve their grades and make them a happier person.  

Speaking engagements and consulting clients include TED, NBC Entertainment, Saturday Night Live TV and Film 
Departments, worldwide entrepreneurial mastermind groups, criminology professors, detectives, The Toronto District 
School Board and York Region District School Boards, Discover Your Personal Brand Conference, TUNI Talks, RAVSAK 
educational conference, among many others. 

Gave a TEDx talk in Luxembourg on 
handwriting analysis called, “How to 
 Spot a Leader in their Handwriting.”

VIDEO: 3-Minute Self-Esteem Test for KidsVIDEO: Jr. ECTV featuring Jamie Mason CohenVIDEO: How to spot a leader in their handwriting

Wrote the #1 Amazon best-selling book, 
LIVE FROM YOUR CLASS with a 88% 

5-star rating.

Jamie once worked for Saturday  
Night Live in various behind-the-scenes 
production roles for Executive Producer, 

Lorne Michaels.
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TESTIMONIALS
Criminal Profiling 
“As a college professor and former police officer I’ve had numerous 
opportunities to use Jamie’s expertise in profiling criminals using forensic 
handwriting analysis. He is not only a credible and trustworthy expert on 
the subject but demonstrates his knowledge in an accessible and clear 
way. I firmly believe any law enforcement agency would greatly benefit 
from Jamie’s expertise for use in investigations and training purposes and 
presentations. He offers an invaluable resource."

- James Norgate, Professor, Niagara College

Corporate Engagement 
“The professionals and entrepreneurs in the audience loved what Jamie 
had to say. So much so that after his talk, there was a long line of people 
who wanted to open up to him and have him analyze their signatures, too. 
I highly recommend Jamie if you're looking for a keynote who can truly 
captivate and inspire an audience.”

- Kurt Vermont, Business Development, Social Profit Leadership

Providing Strategies to Help Parents Understand 
Their Child's Behaviour
“Everyone was telling me that my son was hyper-active, had impulse 
control problems and was socially awkward.  You were the first person to 
tell me something I didn’t know about my son.  Your analysis of his writing 
and teaching him how to change the way he wrote certain letters was a 
moment that made a huge change in his life for the better.” 

- Mother of high school student

Success and Leadership Training
“Jamie has the ability to identify peoples’ leadership qualities, promote 
those qualities and send them away to be confident that they are the best 
reflection of their handwriting.” 

- Dirk Daenen, TEDx Organizer and Dean, United Business Institutes, Belgium 

Group Couple Counseling 
“The couples were fascinated by the way Jamie analyzed each of their 
handwriting to determine characteristics in their personality.  Jamie 
accurately interpreted the way we communicate with each other, and 
what each of us needed to make our relationship more successful.  I was 
skeptical when he came in and started presenting, but the more I heard 
him talk the more I bought into it.  So much so that I stayed after to gain 
insights on myself as well as my relationship. He told each person what 
their partner needed based on their handwriting and how that person 
could make the relationship more positive by doing specific things."

- Tom and Sharon Petersil, married couple with children who attended a group  
   relationship presentation using handwriting analysis

Building Teens' Self-Confidence
"When I came into your class, I was dead inside.  After your teaching, I feel 
alive."

- Luc, TDSB Grade 10 student and survivor of the Sudanese genocide.  
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VIDEO: How to Instantly Integrate an Optimistic Mindset into 
 Your Life through the Way You Write Your Signature

VIDEO: Find Out What Traits You may have in Common  
with Oprah and Richard Branson in Your Signature 

VIDEO: Learn the Biggest Mistake People Make  
About Having a Big Ego Through Your Signature

VIDEO: The 60 Second Self-Esteem Test for Teens 
Through Their Handwriting

VIDEO: Discover the Secret Success Trait CEOs Look  
for in Employees based on Their Handwriting

VIDEO: See a Live, Unrehearsed Handwriting Analysis 

VIDEO: Learn How To Speak Like a World-Class Presenter using 
the Simple, Science-backed E-L-Y Handwriting Strategy 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AADIaWbpXiAvW-zQbS4NcyJoa/VIDEO%2016_OPTOMISIM%20IN%20HANDWRITING.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AAAHBlmUdHKmeDQOOXS68c_9a/VIDEO%208_CONFIDENCE%20IN%20HANDWRITING.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AABphIYJtAGvnWji1A60I22Ea/VIDEO%2017_BIG%20EGO.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AAACTP-AUFD5AuOkJuwcLe6Ca/VIDEO%202_SELF%20ESTEEM%20INDICATOR.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AABLSsgzbBjtePUR5EFI6Q5Ha/VIDEO%2011_LEADERSHIP%20TRAIT-.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AABxI5qgx_fddStlilZEvJY_a/VIDEO%2014_HANDWRITING%20ANALYSIS.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0d2rvewq2fa2b31/AABLYGxhgwiY4kU_rSk0K8Gua/VIDEO%2015_ELY%20DEMO.mp4?dl=0
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What is handwriting analysis?
It is a form of psychology that “identifies, evaluates 
and understands personality via the strokes 
revealed by handwriting” (Handwriting University 
International)

What does handwriting reveal?
Handwriting reveals over 100 individual personality 
traits including trust, honesty, enthusiasm, energy, 
social aptitudes, emotional responsiveness and 
fears.  

How does handwriting reveal personality?
“Handwriting is often referred to as brain 
writing.  Each personality trait is represented by 
a neurological brain pattern.  Each neurological 
brain pattern produces a unique neuromuscular 
movement that is the same for every person who has 
that particular personality trait.  When writing, these 
tiny movements occur unconsciously.  Handwriting 
is like frozen body language where each written 
movement or stroke reveals a specific personality 
trait.” (Bart Baggett)

How accurate is handwriting analysis?
It is highly accurate based on the skill of the expert 
analyst.  Compared to other personality assessment 
tools and tests, handwriting analysis is sometimes 
more accurate and more revealing. Handwriting 
does not lie.  There are certain universal traits in 
handwriting that all people possess.  

Who uses handwriting?
Anyone who is interested in gaining a better 
understanding of herself or himself and others or 
making a positive change in her or his own life: 
Individuals, single people, couples, employers, the 
courts, attorneys, law enforcement, businesses, 
hypnotherapists, psychologists and therapists.  

Companies around the world have used the science 
of handwriting analysis to screen employees and 
for other business purposes include: IBM, Prudential 
Life Insurance, Stauffer Chemical, Boise Cascade, 
Eastman Dillion Union Securities, the Navy, Veteran’s 
Administration, Central Intelligence Agency, FBI and 
thousands of other corporations and government 
intelligence and police departments worldwide. 
(Bart Baggett)

Is there any science to back it up?
In April, 2002, The National Institute of Justice turned 
to Sargur Srihara, a computer scientist and director 
of the Center of Excellence in Document Analysis 
and Recognition at the University of Buffalo, to help 
establish that a person’s handwriting was indeed 
individualistic. This concept plays a key role in courts 
throughout the world. (Handwriting University 
International)

More recently, studies have shown that handwriting 
increases neural development and expands in 
areas of language, memory, word recognition and 
emotions with handwriting. 

Dr. Jane Yank, researcher in the area of handwriting 
notes that making marks by hand has evolved into 
a reciprocal relationship with developing cognitive 
centers in the brain. (The American Handwriting 
Analysis Foundation)

What if I print and don’t write cursive 
anymore?  
Printing can still be analyzed though cursive writing 
displays a wider range of traits.  

What are your credentials?
I am a certified handwriting analyst and grapho-
therapist at Handwriting University International. 

A grapho-therapist helps people make changes in 
their personality traits by changing letter formations 
in their handwriting.  

Does it really work?
Yes, the results are accurate and consistent based on 
specific personality traits in a person’s handwriting.  
However, it depends on who you ask.  

Clinical research is divided as to the validity of 
handwriting analysis. (Handwriting University 
International)


